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Rising Food Prices
ARE HIGH FOOD PRICES HERE TO STAY?

G

lobal food prices reached record highs early this year, sending millions around the world into poverty and contributing to starvation in East Africa. Many blame the government-subsidized growth in
the market for biofuels, such as ethanol. Biofuels are expected to consume 40 percent of this year’s
corn crop from the world’s largest producer — the United States. Others say commodities specula-

tors caused food prices to ricochet wildly. Europe is considering adopting restrictions on speculation similar to a new
U.S. law, but Wall Street is lobbying hard to weaken the American regulations. Perennially high food prices may be
the first sign that changing climate is handicapping agriculture. To feed the world’s growing population, experts say
farmers must double their food output by mid-century — a tall order to fill without destroying more rain forests and
further boosting planet-warming carbon
emissions. The solution may be a combination of two warring philosophies: hightech agriculture and traditional farming
methods that are kinder to the environment.

Protesters carr y a man waving a baguette in Tunis,
Tunisia, on Jan. 18, 2011. Anger over rising food prices
mobilized many of the thousands of people who took
to the streets in Tunisia, Egypt and elsewhere in the
Middle East during the “Arab Spring.”
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Rising Food Prices
BY SARAH GLAZER

THE ISSUES

Shortly after the export ban,
bread prices surged in Egypt,
Russia’s biggest wheat cusast December a 26tomer and one of the world’s
year-old Tunisian who
largest food importers. Egypt
dreamed of saving
was forced to import higherenough money to buy a car
priced wheat from the Unitwent into the street to sell
ed States, putting financial presvegetables and fruit from his
sure on already-strapped
cart in the dusty town of Sidi
Egyptian families, who typiBouzid. Although he was accally spend about 40 percent
customed to being bullied by
of their income on food (compolice, he couldn’t take it anypared to less than 10 percent
more after a policewoman conin U.S. households). 6
fiscated his produce, slapped
Frustrated by high food
him, spat at him and insulted
prices, unemployment and rehis dead father.
pressive governments, young
In protest, Mohammed
Egyptians gathered to protest
Bouazizi went to the municiin Cairo’s Tahrir Square in late
pal government building on
January, joining the chain of
Dec. 17 and set himself on
protests that had begun in
fire — an immolation that set
Tunisia. In Algeria, protests that
off a chain of angry street
broke out in late December
protests that spread across the
were a direct response to
Arab world. 1
record prices for bread, milk
To Rami Zurayk, an agronand sugar and high unemomy professor at the Univerployment. By the time the soTraders signal their orders in the “wheat pit” at Chicago’s
sity of Beirut, it was no cocalled Arab Spring protests
Mercantile Exchange, which sets global prices for the world’s
incidence that the so-called
ended in Tunisia, Egypt and
four major grains — wheat, corn, rice and soybeans. Some
Arab Spring began in a rural
Libya, the leaders of those
economists blame commodities speculators and the rising
area where a drought and
countries had been deposed
demand for biofuels for rising food prices. Others blame
scarce water are making it
or were on the run. 7
poor weather, an imbalance between supply and demand
and low surplus stocks.
harder for farmers to make a
“The kind of prices we have
living. Frustrated young men
can only contribute to more
with no prospects in farming set out chapatti taped to his forehead. In Egypt, political instability and problems in
for better opportunities in the cities, Tunisia and Yemen, demonstrators carried countries that are poor and import food,”
only to find no work and high food pots and pans and brandished says Abdolreza Abbassian, senior grains
prices — since more than half of the baguettes to protest high food prices.
economist at the U.N. Food and AgriWhile most Western accounts de- culture Organization (FAO) in Rome.
food in the Middle East and North
scribed the demonstrations as political
Africa is imported. 2
“We have been emphasizing that
“Although the Arab revolutions were protests against authoritarian govern- these high prices are not one event;
united under the slogan ‘the people want ments, economists pointed out that these are the prices we’ll have to live
to bring down the regime’ not ‘the peo- rising food prices coupled with high with — not like the past,” he continple want more bread,’ food was a cata- unemployment helped ignite already- ues. “This has taken poorer countries
lyst,” according to Zurayk. 3 “I think that smoldering discontent. Many pointed to by surprise who are used to decades
the prices of food mobilized people.” 4 a chain of events that began with Rus- of low prices.”
As protests engulfed one Arab coun- sia’s worst drought in a century in the
Other experts agree that higher
try after another in the ensuing months, summer of 2010, killing one-third of the food prices aren’t going away. In Feba widely photographed demonstrator wheat crop and leading the government ruary, world food prices reached record
in the Yemeni capital of Sanaa showed to ban wheat exports to keep domes- levels, following eight consecutive
up with baguettes and an uncooked tic food prices down. 5
months of increases. Wheat traded at
Getty Images/John Gress
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Poor Nations Hit by Big Price Spikes
Several of the poorest countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America are grappling with food prices for key commodities
such as maize, wheat and potatoes that are more than twice last year’s prices. In Somalia and Uganda, some prices
have nearly tripled. At the same time, prices have dropped for certain commodities in some cities in other countries
— such as the prices for potatoes in Santiago, Chile, and cassava flour in Bangkok,Thailand.

Price Changes for Key Commodities, 2010 to 2011

RUSSIA
BELARUS
ARMENIA
KYRGYZSTAN
AFGHANISTAN

HONDURAS
NICARAGUA

VIETNAM

MAURITANIA NIGER CHAD

MEXICO*
EL SALVADOR

ETHIOPIA

PHILIPPINES

SOMALIA
PERU

BOLIVIA

CHILE

UGANDA
TANZANIA
SOUTH AFRICA
MOZAMBIQUE

KENYA
THAILAND*

Price changes for key commodities
Increases:
Decreases:
-1% to -24%
0% to 59%
-25%+
60% to 99%
100% to 180% Increases & Decreases:
Mixed
180%+

* In Mexico, maize prices rose in Culiácan but fell in Mexico City. In Bangkok, Thailand, cassava prices fell more than 25 percent,
while maize fell less than 10 percent.
Source: “Global Food Price Monitor,” Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, September 2011, www.fao.org/giews/
english/gfpm/GFPM_09_2011.pdf . Map by Lewis Agrell

$8.50 to $9 a bushel — more than
twice the $4 price in July 2010. 8 Corn
prices had nearly doubled from the
year before. 9 Although prices have
declined slightly since their peak in
February, they remain near the 30-year
record set in 2008, which sparked
global food riots.
Normally, farmers benefit from high
crop prices. Indeed, since June 2010,
some 24 million farmers in low- and
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middle-income countries have escaped
extreme poverty as a result of rising
food prices, according to the World Bank.
But the sudden price swings caught
many small farmers in developing countries by surprise, making it difficult to
boost their plantings to benefit from the
higher prices, even as their own family food costs were skyrocketing.
The 24 million farmers who have
benefited from higher prices have

been dwarfed by the 68 million others, including city-dwellers, who fell
below the $1.25-a-day poverty line set
by the World Bank. The net result: An
extra 44 million people have fallen
into extreme poverty in response to
higher food prices. 10
Although prices for the four major
world grains — wheat, corn, rice and
soybeans — are set at the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, the effect of ris-

ing prices differs enormously around
the globe. In the United States, “if the
price of wheat doubles, a loaf of bread
goes from $2 to $2.10, because most
of what we eat is packaging and transportation. But if you live in northern
India or Pakistan, and you go to the
market and buy wheat, bring it home
and grind it into flour and make chapattis, the price for your bread basically doubles,” explains Lester Brown,
an environmental activist and founder
of the Earth Policy Institute, an environmental research organization in
Washington, D.C.
And once the price of a major grain
goes up, consumers often substitute
another — such as corn — causing
all grains to rise together.
“The era of cheap prices is over,”
says Brown, who sees high prices as
a sign that climate change already is
making it harder to grow food.
Food prices are rising for several reasons, and everyone has a favorite culprit. But in agriculture, it’s usually a
combination of poor weather, an imbalance between supply and demand
and low surplus stocks. Some also blame
the rising worldwide demand from biofuels (fuel made from corn, sugarcane
or other plants), which will consume
40 percent of the U.S. corn crop this
year — up from 31 percent in 20082009. Since the 1970s the government
has been mandating a minimum amount
of ethanol be blended into the nation’s
motor fuel supply and has offered tax
incentives to petroleum refiners for
adding up to 10 percent ethanol to
each gallon of gasoline they sell. U.S.
transportation fuels must contain a
minimum of 12.6 billion gallons of
corn-based ethanol this year, creating
a guaranteed share of the motor fuels
market for ethanol, originally intended to be roughly 10 percent. This has
triggered a surge in demand for corn,
the main ingredient of U.S.-produced
ethanol. Thus, world corn prices now
increasingly are linked to the rising
price of oil. 11
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Biofuels Linked to Future Food Price Hikes
The anticipated global expansion of biofuels by 2020 will significantly increase
food prices for select commodities, according to ActionAid, a Johannesburgbased humanitarian group. Prices for the oilseeds (such as canola, safflower
and mustard, all of which are used to make biodiesel) will rise by nearly
80 percent. Prices for sugarcane and maize — used in other biofuels — are
expected to rise by 65 and 41 percent, respectively.
Projected Food Price Hikes by 2020 Due to Biofuels Expansion
(based on 2008 prices)
(percentage increase)
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Source: “Meals Per Gallon: The Impact of Industrial Biofuels on People and Global Hunger,”
ActionAid, January 2010, www.actionaid.org.uk/doc_lib/meals_per_gallon_final.pdf

Others blame rising prices on the
growing influence of commodities
speculators. In January, French President Nicolas Sarkozy said commodities speculation was “extortion” that
was “pillaging the poor.” 12 Both the
European Union and the G-20 nations are considering curbing speculators, just as the United States did
last year when it enacted the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform Act. But some
anti-poverty activists say the EU and
G-20 proposals already are being watered-down due to opposition from
the United Kingdom and the financial industry. 13
Nevertheless, some long-term trends
are sure to keep prices high, including the burgeoning world population,
increasingly hotter, drier weather and
a growing global appetite for grainintensive meat among consumers in
emerging economies such as China.
To meet this growing demand, the
planet’s farmers will need to approx-

imately double their output over the
next 40 years in order to feed the additional 2 to 3 billion people projected for 2050, according to the FAO.
However, the rate of growth in
agricultural production has been slowing in recent years compared to the
hyperproductive 1960s-80s, when the
so-called Green Revolution helped
some countries’ farmers boost their
yields each year with new fertilizers
and modern techniques. Globally, agricultural output has grown by 2.3 percent per year since 1961. But over the
next 20 years, production growth is
expected to fall to 1.5 percent a year,
then plummet to less than 1 percent
in the two decades leading up to 2050,
the year world food demand is expected to double, the FAO says. 14
And because of the heavy toll agriculture is taking on the environment,
feeding the planet will only get more
difficult, experts say. “The rise in demand from population growth, growing
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affluence and biofuels are on a collision
course with our ability to produce food,”
says Jonathan A. Foley, director of the
Institute on the Environment at the University of Minnesota.
Agriculture is now the main
human-created threat to the environment, Foley contends. A high-tech
menu of fertilizer-dependent improvements introduced by American
agronomists to the developing world
in the 1960s may have increased
yields, but it also is exhausting and
degrading soil and water supplies,
some experts say. (See p. 512.)

“We’ve got to get back to some
sustainable level globally; otherwise
we’ll go extinct sooner or later, like
every other species has,” says University of Nebraska agronomist Charles
A. Francis, a visiting professor of
agroecology at the Norwegian University of Life Sciences in Aas. Agroecology incorporates environmental
stewardship into farming. (See sidebar,
p. 512.)
New biotechnology advances conceivably could increase crop yields.
But some experts say it’s time to start
thinking locally, using what the World

Bank calls “climate-smart agriculture”
— finding local, traditional farming
techniques and indigenous food plants
that are well suited to hot, dry climates, particularly if future weather
patterns move in that direction.
Droughts like the one causing
famine in Somalia and near-famine conditions in Ethiopia will become more
common, some experts predict. African
farmers, who for centuries planted their
crops on June 24 — confident that the
rainy season would arrive within a
week or two — now “have no idea
whether the rains will start in May, June,

Could That Seed in a Jar Save Mankind?
Ancient plants could save millions from starvation.

A

few years ago, Israeli scientists took University of Minnesota agricultural economist Philip G. Pardey on a drive
around Israel to see some plants. But not just any plants.
The unimpressive, weedy-looking plants were the wild wheat
from which our biblical ancestors made their bread.
Those ancient plants may be all that stands between a fungal
disease that threatens 90 percent of the world’s wheat crop and
the survival of millions of people if the disease jumps to other
continents. A fungus called stem rust regularly devastated wheat
crops throughout the world until the late 1960s, when a resistant
wheat variety was found. Then in 1999, a strain of stem rust in
Uganda — Ug99 — was found to have overcome that resistance. 1
But many of the wild, biblical wheat varieties are resistant
to Ug99, according to Pardey. And it would be “really valuable”
if someone could figure out which variety has the gene that is
resistant to the disease, he says.
For scientists at the Kew Millennium Seed Bank in West Sussex, south of London, the search is a race against time. Although
seed banks exist around the world, Kew is collaborating with
more than 50 countries worldwide on the largest-ever effort to
collect and conserve wild plant species.
As part of a 10-year program, Kew researchers first hope to
save the wild relatives of 16 major food crops — including staples like rice, wheat and sweet potatoes. Then the scientists will
help breeders find valuable traits — such as resistance to drought
and disease — that can be bred into conventional crops.
Kew plans to preserve seeds for up to hundreds of years,
depending on the species, in its modern, glass and concrete
building that functions like a time capsule. The seeds can be
protected in a vault designed to withstand earthquakes and
nuclear accidents, and the building has state-of-the-art facilities
for seed-drying and cold storage.
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But Kew’s secret weapon is the old-fashioned Mason jar,
complete with orange rubber ring. After extensive testing, the
jars were found to keep seeds the driest.
To preserve the seeds of heirloom plant varieties in danger
of disappearing, Kew’s scientists train farmers and home gardeners around the world to save seeds in Mason jars with a
bit of charcoal or rice to keep them dry.
“We want to get away from the idea that a seed bank is
just for saving seeds long into the future,” says Kew International Projects Coordinator Kate Gold. Kew is part of a broad
international effort to save indigenous vegetables in places like
sub-Saharan Africa. As diets shift toward processed, Western
foods, traditional recipes for nutritious, local vegetables are
being lost, along with the habit of growing them.
“If you walk into a grocery store in Dakar [Senegal] or
Abidjan [Ivory Coast] you find very few local products; you’ll
find boxed milk from Belgium and rice from Thailand,” says
Danielle Nierenberg, an expert on livestock and sustainable
agriculture at the Worldwatch Institute, who has documented
efforts to reclaim locally grown foods in 25 sub-Saharan countries. 2 “Indigenous vegetables have been long ignored by research institutes, consumers and farmers because they’re considered poor people’s foods — or even weeds — so people
have lost their taste for them.”
Yet such vegetables often are an important source of micronutrients like Vitamin A, zinc and iron. In school gardening projects, young Africans are re-discovering the tastes
of their grandparents by learning to make traditional recipes,
according to the institute, which promotes sustainable development.
Kew often finds plants in danger of disappearing by talking to community members who remember eating them. In

July or even August,” reports American
agroecologist Roland Bunch. 15
“The reality is we have to double
production by 2050 or so, and we
have to completely halt almost all the
environmental damage from large-scale
agriculture without giving it up,” says
Foley. More planet-warming carbon is
emitted when tropical rain forests are
cleared for farming than is emitted by
all forms of transportation worldwide,
he points out.* In a paper for the November issue of Scientific American,
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western Kenya, for instance, Kew researchers discovered 50
plants whose existence and preparation were known only to
village elders.
In Zambia, horticulturalist Mary O. Abukutsa-Onyango of
Nairobi’s Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture, has reintroduced farmers to vegetables that can survive in the marginal,
arid soils of Kenya’s lowlands. Many of the approximately 200
indigenous plants used by Kenyans in the past now “are either unknown or extinct,” she laments. 3
Kew scientists also hope to find plants that are resilient to
climate change, such as a wild rice relative that flowers at night
when it is cooler. If future temperatures rise even a few degrees, rice yields would drop by 30 to 40 percent. But if nightflowering characteristics were incorporated into farmed rice,
millions of tons could be saved.
“If we lose all our natural resources, we don’t know what options we’re cutting off for the future,” says biologist Ruth Eastwood,
who coordinates Kew’s program to collect wild relatives of conventional crops.
Most seed banks have no way of knowing whether the
thousands of seeds they hold have valuable traits, and government funding for the necessary genetic research has been
lacking. “If the seeds are sitting in the seed bank and you have
no genetic information about them, they’re effectively worthless,” says Pardey.
Still, seed-savers like those at Kew are “real heroes” to
Jonathan A. Foley, a climate scientist and director of the University of Minnesota’s Institute on the Environment. Since agriculture began 10,000 years ago, thousands of crops have been
lost. In fact, only 12 species contribute 80 percent of humans’
total dietary intake today, compared to the more than 7,000
that were used at some point in history. 4
“Throwing away the knowledge of previous generations is
a huge loss to civilization,” says Foley. “Who knows when

At England’s Kew Millenium Seed Bank, Moctar Sacandé,
international project coordinator for Africa, displays a fruit from the
African baobab tree that is rich in vitamin C and calcium.
Kew is storing seeds of wild foods like the baobab in hope of
saving those with valuable traits from extinction.
the seeds might be valuable [in resisting] climate change or
the next disease?”
— Sarah Glazer
1 Brendan I. Koemer, “Red Menace,” Wired, Feb. 22, 2010, www.wired.com/maga

zine/2010/02/ff_ug99_fungus/.
2 “State of the World 2011,” Worldwatch Institute, www.worldwatch.org/sow11.
3 Ibid., p. 34.
4 Zareen Bharucha and Jule Pretty, “The Roles and Values of Wild Foods
in Agriculture,” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B, 2010, pp.
2913-2926, http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/365/1554/2913.full.pdf.

Foley says the world could halt further expansion of farmland while still
satisfying the need to double agricultural production by mid-century — if
it adopts ecological practices. 16
“It’s at least physically possible to
do it,” he says. “Whether it’s politically
* When tropical forests are cleared for farming, they are often burned down, releasing
large amounts of carbon. In addition, the cleared
forests are no longer there to absorb carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere. 17

tenable is another question.”
As scientists, governments and activists debate how to provide enough
food at affordable prices without damaging the environment, here are some
of the questions being debated:
Are government incentives for
biofuels driving up food prices?
This year for the first time in history, more American corn is going
to ethanol refiners than to poultry
and livestock producers, accounting
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An Indian policeman beats a demonstrator during a protest against rising inflation in
New Delhi on Feb. 24, 2011, when food inflation was running at more than 11 percent in
India. Consumer prices for food had risen by 80 percent in six years,
according to the Credit Suisse investment house.

for 40 percent of this past year’s crop,
according to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. 18 Meanwhile, world corn
prices in July were up 90 percent over
the same time a year ago. 19
Since 1978, when corn prices were
at rock bottom, the U.S. government
has been promoting development of a
corn-to-ethanol industry as a way to
provide both a new market for American corn and a clean, renewable source
of motor fuel. Between 1980 and 2000,
the industry received some $19 billion
in tax breaks alone, according to the
Government Accountability Office. The
three major incentives have been a tax
credit to oil refiners to blend ethanol
into gasoline, a tariff to block cheaper
imported ethanol (mainly from Brazil)
and a mandate to produce enough
ethanol to make up about 10 percent
of the automotive fuel supply. In some
cases the biofuel subsidies have been
so generous that on a per-gallon basis,
they have exceeded the total cost of
the gasoline being replaced by the biofuel. In 2010, ethanol incentives cost
American taxpayers $7 billion in tax
credits, tariffs and other incentives. 20
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American taxpayers “get to pay twice,”
says Brown, of the Earth Policy Institute. “Once on April 15th and then at
the supermarket checkout counter,” in
the form of higher food prices.
As the world’s largest corn producer, the United States traditionally
has set world corn prices. And because corn is one of the world’s main
food staples, U.S. ethanol policy significantly affects world food prices,
say critics of the policy. 21 “You can’t
take 40 percent of the U.S. corn crop
and divert it to ethanol and not expect to have a price effect,” says C.
Ford Runge, a professor of applied
economics and law at the University
of Minnesota. He estimates that up to
a third of the record world food prices
in 2007-08 were caused by government ethanol policies.
Farmers, feed companies and their
supporters lobbied hard for the
ethanol subsidies — adopted in the
1970s and ’80s, when corn prices were
around $2 a bushel (vs. almost $7 for
most of this year) and farmers were
barely breaking even. The program
was designed to boost corn prices,

Runge contends. “To deny this is what
happened is disingenuous,” he says.
“This was the idea — and it worked.”
European governments eventually
adopted similar incentives, and today
subsidies for EU farmers to produce
biofuels total more than $5.3 billion
annually, according to ActionAid, a nonprofit based in Johannesburg devoted
to fighting hunger and poverty. 22 The
Brazilian government also has a heavily subsidized biofuels industry, based
on sugarcane.
The FAO and other international
organizations recommended in a June
report that G-20 governments remove their biofuels mandates and
subsidies. Subsidies are encouraging
the diversion of crops from food to
fuel and pushing food prices up, the
report said. And as government biofuels policies link crop prices ever
closer to the price of oil, the report
noted, abrupt rises in the price of
oil can increase food price volatility, making it hard for farmers to
know how much to plant. 23 The
United States and Brazil successfully
lobbied against the recommendation
when the G-20 met in June, and the
final communiqué was watered down
significantly. 24
“In the FAO, we do feel that biofuels policies — and export restrictions — have played a part in leading to higher and more volatile prices,”
says David Hallam, director of FAO’s
markets and trades division. However,
“whether the impact of biofuels on
prices is 15, 20 or 30 percent is difficult to pin down.”
Bruce Babcock, an agricultural economist at Iowa State University, downplays the impact of biofuels subsidies
— so far. Until now, he says, the subsidies have had only a “modest” effect
on world corn prices — about 7 percent in 2007 — and even less on U.S.
retail food prices. But in 2011, world
corn prices will be about 17 percent
higher than they would have been if
ethanol subsidies were eliminated, he

estimates. That bigger price effect for
this year, he says, is due to today’s
tight market conditions: Ethanol is in
high demand when oil prices are high
— as they are now. 25
Babcock maintains that today’s high
oil prices alone give the industry plenty of incentive to produce, even without government hand-outs. But would
the ethanol industry even exist without government mandates?
“If ethanol hadn’t expanded, corn
would have been so cheap compared
to gasoline that someone would have
figured out, ‘My gosh, I can make a
fortune buying this cheap corn and
turning it into a substitute for gasoline and selling it,’ ” he says.
Rob Vierhout, secretary-general of
the Brussels-based European Renewable Ethanol Association (ePURE), says
food export bans — such as the one
Russia imposed on its wheat in 2010
and 2011 — have done more to drive
up world food prices than biofuels
subsidies. (See “At Issue,” p. 517.)
But Timothy D. Searchinger, a research scholar and lecturer in public
and international affairs at Princeton
University’s Woodrow Wilson School,
counters, “If it weren’t for biofuels,
you wouldn’t have had the run-up in
prices and the fear that made countries [like Russia] put on export controls,” because heads of state “know
that governments fall when food prices
get too high.”
Still, if biofuel mandates and subsidies were removed tomorrow, world
corn prices — and food prices in
general — would crash, say some
experts. “If you were to dismantle
mandates overnight you would suddenly be left with over 100 million
tons — if not more — of grains,
which could result in a complete collapse of world grain prices, sending
shock waves to farmers across the
world and bankrupticies,” warns FAO
economist Abbassian.
“The kinds of things I see do not
justify to me that making biofuels
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Food Prices Soared in Past Decade
World food prices have risen significantly since 2000, with cereals now costing
145 percent more than the 2002-04 average and 75 percent more than the
overall 2010 price. Prices for both cereals and food fell slightly in 2009, as
supplies rose, but have jumped since then. By this September prices had
exceeded their 2008 peak, when food riots erupted around the world.
Changes in Global Food Prices, 2000 to 2011
(2002-04 average = 100)
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Source: “FAO Food Price Index,” Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, October 2011, www.fao.org/worldfoodsituation/wfs-home/foodpricesindex/en/

from corn makes either economic or
environmental sense, but now that
we have established the sector it will
be adding another fuel to farmers’
problems if we dismantle it overnight,”
he warns.
Are commodity speculators causing high and volatile food prices?
Commodity speculators have been
blamed as the main culprits behind skyrocketing food prices by French President Sarkozy, the U.N. special rapporteur on the right to food and EU
Commissioner Michel Barnier, who has
called such speculation “scandalous.” 26
Paradoxically, Chicago’s commodities markets were established to provide price stability for farmers faced
with unpredictable harvests and to large
grain buyers, such as flour mills, seeking to nail down a price before harvest time. Over the last 15 years, however, participation by speculators without
any role in farming or food processing
has risen from just 12 percent of the
market to 60 percent today, according
to the London-based activist group World

Development Movement, which campaigns against global poverty. 27
“Food prices at historic levels are
being driven by financial speculators,”
says Murray Worthy, author of the recent report for the group. “We definitely think there’s much more rapid
price inflation” as a result. He says
large index funds are most to blame.
Since Congress deregulated the
commodities market in 2000, index
funds for a basket of commodities have
risen in popularity, especially for investors seeking a safe haven from the
stock market.
Commodity markets traditionally
work on short-term futures contracts.
When Farmer Brown plants his corn
crop in April, he enters into a contract, with, say, General Mills, to deliver corn at $7 per bushel on September 30, cushioning himself against
a possible drop in the price below $7
during that five-month period. Unlike
farmers and grain buyers, pension funds
tend to be in the market for long-term
gains; so each time a short-term contract expires the funds buy a new one.
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Critics say index funds encourage a
speculative environment independent of
the traditional market “fundamentals,” such
as the size of the corn harvest or how
much market demand exists for a crop.
“You have a pension fund that buys
into commodities and wants to hold
the portfolio for 5-10 years, and every
month they have to re-buy the contract just to keep their bets on the
table,” says David Frank, research director of Better Markets, a nonprofit
group in Washington that advocates
stricter regulation of commodities. “Since
everyone else in the marketplace knows
they have to buy these contracts [each
month], it basically pushes up the prices
synthetically in advance of the pensionfund buying. So you see this long-term
upward creep of prices.”
The monthly buying and selling of
contracts creates a volatile, “whipsaw effect” on prices, destroying farmers’ and
grain buyers’ ability to plan, according
to Frank and other critics. Congress
bought their argument when it passed
the Wall Street reform act, which limits
the share of a market that can be held
by either individual speculators or by a
class of speculators. Those caps are
known as “position limits.”
Kenneth Raisler, general counsel of
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) during the Reagan administration, says concern about speculation is based on a misunderstanding
of the market. The commodities market has always relied on speculators
to play a useful role — assuring farmers of future revenues by agreeing to
buy the actual crop, for example. And
commodities investments are time-limited, Raisler says, because the contracts have an expiration date. So commodities investments can’t be exerting
the long-term upward pressure on
prices that critics describe, he says.
“It is fair to say that the CFTC’s initiative around position limits and Congress’ discussion was built on misinformation and the political impact of
the information,” he says. “I think the
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position limit regulations are potentially very destructive of the U.S. markets. I don’t think there’s any evidence
that driving these people out of the
market is a good thing.”
University of Massachusetts Professor of Economics Robert Pollin, who
has testified in favor of speculation
limits, agrees speculators can play a
useful insurance role for farmers —
but only up to a point. The more the
commodities market starts to look like
the financial markets, the more trouble he sees ahead.
Such markets “are easily overtaken
by speculative bubbles, and that’s what
we’re witnessing now,” he says. “We’ve
turned the commodities market into a
securities market vulnerable to the forces
of psychology and bubble speculation.”
A blizzard of academic and industry papers debating speculators’ impact
on food prices has left even FAO experts somewhat bewildered. So far the
studies are “giving us completely indecisive results as to who is at fault here,”
says FAO economist Abbassian.
“We don’t feel what people call
speculation is the root cause of the
price movements we’ve seen,” but it
does cause more short-term swings
and exaggerated short-term price hikes,
says the FAO’s Hallam.
As a result, Abbassian says, the G-20’s
next step “is not about regulation; it’s
about knowing more about what goes
on in that market and how the market
actors benefit from all these derivatives.”
The G-20 is developing an expanded
information system showing who is
trading what in the market — copied
from U.S. legislation.
In recent years, as pension funds
and others invested dollars on a scale
never seen before, commodities
index fund holdings swelled from
$13 billion in 2003 to $317 billion in
2008. 28 “Your retirement fund dollars are helping to make decisions
that affect the world’s poorest people,” says Alan Bjerga, an agricultural policy reporter for Bloomberg News

and author of a new book Endless
Appetites: How the Commodities Casino Creates Hunger and Unrest.
Historically, he points out, the value
of corn has been based on the number of people who need to eat it. Now,
he says, it’s based on what “these investors need to save for their retirement.
The meaning of corn has changed.”
Can farmers meet increasing demands for food at affordable
prices?
Over 200,000 people will sit down
to dinner tonight who weren’t there last
night, and many will be facing empty
plates. That’s how environmental activist Brown describes the inexorable
rise in the planet’s population. 29
World population growth is expected
to increase the demand for food by
70-100 percent by 2050, according to
the FAO. 30 To meet that demand at
affordable prices, farmers would need
to boost the number of bushels they
harvest per acre, something they’ve
been able to do since modern farming techniques were introduced during the Green Revolution of the 1950s
and ’60s. (See “Background,” p. 512.)
But those near-miraculous jumps in
annual yields in the ’50s and ’60s were
significantly smaller by the 1990s. “The
miracle of the Green Revolution has
been slowly running out of gas for
the last few years,” says environmental scientist Foley.
On a global basis, Foley calculates,
crop yields have only grown about 20
percent in the past two decades — far
from the galloping increases needed to
double production by mid-century.
The Earth Policy Institute’s Brown,
an agricultural scientist by training, is
pessimistic about the potential to increase fertility per acre. In Japan, rice
yields have been flat for 14 years; and
a similar plateau is found in wheat
yields in Europe. 31
“Farmers have caught up with science,” he says. “We may be beginning
to press against the limits of science.”

At the optimistic end of the spectrum, the seed company Monsanto
has pledged by 2030 to double corn
and soybean yields from 2000 levels.
The challenge looks daunting. If
yields don’t improve, the company
projects, 300 million acres of additional farmland will need to be brought
into production by that year to keep
up with demand. 32
Monsanto says it can fulfill its pledge
through a combination of better farm
management and advanced biotechnology techniques.
Economist Philip G. Pardey, director of the University of Minnesota’s International Science and Technology
Practice and Policy Center, also says
it’s “questionable” whether farmers can
satisfy the world’s food needs by midcentury. Yet he says it’s not a technical constraint but a policy problem —
the U.S. government has been ratcheting down spending on agricultural
research over the past three decades
— from 4 percent annual growth in
the ’60s to less than 1 percent today.
“When you spend money on research and development, it takes
decades for that technology to be
commercialized and find its way to
farmers’ fields; so slowdowns in spending in the late 1960s, ’70s and ’80s
started to show up in the ’90s as a
slowdown in productivity growth,”
Pardey says.
“If research is slowing down here
in the U.S., it has a direct impact on
global food and feed supplies,” he continues, because as the largest exporter
of corn and wheat and the third largest
exporter of soybeans, the United States
dominates global agriculture. 33
On a global basis, agricultural
spending will need to increase by
about $85 billion per year to meet
the growing demand, the FAO has estimated. “It’s an interesting question
where that will come from, [since] we
see spending on agriculture R&D declining in most countries,” says FAO
economist Hallam.
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Food Prices Skyrocketed in Past Year
Prices for many food commodities, including maize, sugar and wheat, have
increased by 50 percent or more over the past year — rising even more than
the price of crude oil. The price of maize, a primary ingredient in ethanol as
well as a staple in developing countries, nearly doubled as growers began
diverting more of it to biofuels production.
Price Increases of Key Commodities, July 2010-July 2011
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Some scientists worry about how to
grow food on a climate-challenged planet with rising temperatures and dwindling rainfall. Most of the water humans
draw from rivers and aquifers already
is being used for irrigation, and much
of that has been contaminated with fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides.
Rising temperatures could mean
fewer or no crops in many areas. Each
1-degree Celsius rise in temperature
above the optimum during the growing season will mean about a 10 percent decline in grain yields at harvesttime, Brown estimates. 34
“We’re moving into a more unstable
period,” says University of Nebraska
agronomist Francis. “We’ve got a huge
global population dependent on benign
climate, good agricultural conditions plus
exploitation of fossil fuels, and we’re
heading into a whole new territory with
limited fossil fuels, limited fresh water.”
Some forecasting models have suggested that growing conditions in cool-

er areas of the world could benefit
from increased temperatures. But the
models don’t take into account the vast
expense of irrigation that would be
needed if weather got drier, says Wolfram Schlenker, an economist at the
School of International and Public Affairs at Columbia University in New
York City. “If it gets warmer, and Iowa
gets more like Mississippi and less like
California, it’s unambiguously not a
benefit,” he says. “The biggest challenge we have, if you talk to breeders like Monsanto, is we need to reduce plant sensitivity to extreme heat.
But . . . we haven’t seen it happening in the past.”
Could the answer come from new
breeds of plants born of biotechnology?
Francis doesn’t think so. Genetic modification, he says, has been “vastly
overblown.” 35
“It’s not going to solve the world’s
food problems and has done nothing
to push up yield potential so far,” he
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says, while acknowledging that biotech’s
pest-resistant, herbicide-resistant varieties have helped some farmers with
weed and insect problems.
Food experts like Hallam say most
of the increased production will have
to come from the least productive farms
in places like Africa, Central America
and Eastern Europe — where yields
are far below their theoretical potential and could be boosted with better
seeds, more fertilizer and irrigation. In
his forthcoming article in Scientific
American, Foley estimates that closing this gap for the world’s top 16
crops could increase total food production by 50 to 60 percent. 36
But some agronomists are skeptical that Western technology and its
promise of fantastic yields are always
transferable to places with different
soil conditions and weather. Francis
advocates shifting to a local approach,
using home-grown techniques and
fewer fossil fuels. (See sidebar on sustainable agriculture, p. 512.)
Although agricultural production
could be boosted by clearing more
land and using more water or chemicals, the planet can’t take much more
of that kind of degradation, say experts like Foley. Agriculture is the
largest single source of climate-altering
greenhouse gas emissions, mostly because expanding farming destroys
tropical rain forests. Methane released
from animals and nitrous oxide from
overfertilized soils also contribute carbon emissions. 37
Foley and an international team of
experts have developed a five-point
plan that he says would meet the planet’s food needs by mid-century without degrading the environment. 38 Some
of the proposals, such as using irrigation more efficiently and reducing
food waste, are not controversial. But
others, like eating less meat or halting the clearing of forests for farmland, will be a hard sell, especially as
more of the world’s people can afford
a good steak.
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BACKGROUND
Investing in Food

I

n the 1930s, North America was a small
grain exporter. By 1966, North American grain exports had increased twelvefold — to nearly 60 million tons. 39 As
the continent became the global center
of the grain trade, changes in U.S. production would have huge impacts on international prices and food supply. 40
Columbia University economist
Schlenker compares America’s dominance in the world food market to Saudi
Arabia’s outsized influence on global oil
markets. Yet Saudi Arabia only produces
about 8 percent of the world’s oil, while
the United States produces almost a
quarter of the four grains that provide
75 percent of the world’s calories: corn,
wheat, rice and soybeans. 41
“So the United States is really driving the market globally,” he says.
America eventually came to dominate
the world grain market — rather than
even bigger 19th-century grain producers like the Ukraine — thanks to its railroad and canal transportation system.
The creation of a permanent futures
exchange in 1874 — the Chicago Produce Exchange, the forerunner of today’s
Chicago Mercantile Exchange — came
in the wake of wild fluctuation in the
prices of wheat, partly as a result of
the Civil War. It created a way for a
farmer to hedge against poor prices at
harvest by setting a good price in a
“forward contract” for the date of delivery. The merchant who sold him the
contract hoped the market price on the
delivery date would be higher, leaving
him with a profit. 42
Over the years, as speculators were
accused periodically of manipulating
the commodities market, several laws
were passed to regulate the industry.
The Commodities Exchange Act of
1936, for instance, limited the number

of contracts a speculator could hold,
and the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission, the market’s regulatory
agency, was created in 1974.
In 1991, a commodities trader at
Goldman Sachs came up with the idea
of creating an index that would track
prices for a “basket” of commodities,
allowing the buyers of the so-called
index fund to speculate. But the fund
was limited in how much trading it
could do because of speculative limits dating back to 1936. Goldman
asked the CFTC for an exemption from
the limits, and the agency, controlled
by free-market advocates appointed by
President George H. W. Bush, agreed.
In 2000, the Commodity Futures Modernization Act, passed by Congress at the
end of the Clinton administration, exempted most over-the-counter derivatives
— contracts negotiated between two parties — from the CFTC’s oversight.
Trading soared. The number of futures and options traded on commodity
exchanges quintupled between 2002
and 2008. 43
Commodities looked increasingly attractive to pension funds, hedge funds
and portfolio managers because other
markets were drying up: The dot.com
bubble had burst, the stock market
plunged soon after and the U.S. housing market collapsed in 2007-08 when
the subprime crisis hit. 44 And, as U.N.
Rapporteur on the Right to Food Olivier de Schutter has described it, the
growing attraction to commodities as
sound investments can be explained
by the simple belief that people “will
always have to eat.” 45
Yet as the market grew, commodity
prices appeared to some experts to be
increasingly divorced from market fundamentals of supply and demand.
“Over the years of deregulation, we’ve
established a virtual market out there,
and farmers are getting frustrated when
they see [commodity price] changes are
not always reflecting the actual fundamentals,” FAO economist Abbassian says.
Continued on p. 512

Chronology
1940s

Rockefeller
Foundation begins funding
crop research in Mexico that
will evolve into a worldwide
Green Revolution.
1944
American agronomist Norman Borlaug
teaches modern techniques to Mexican farmers, boosting wheat crops
and launching Green Revolution.
•

1950s-1970s
China’s collective farming exper-

1980s

United States
and Europe have food surpluses; world corn prices hit record
lows; ethanol incentives gain
traction in United States.

•
•

1990s

Market reforms
after collapse of Soviet Union
help reduce Russia’s need for
grain imports. . . . New speculators enter U.S. food commodities markets; share of world’s
hungry declines.

iment fails disastrously. Green
Revolution boosts crop yields in
developing countries. . . . United
States becomes major grain exporter; China reintroduces family farming; Soviets expand livestock production, boost grain
imports; Brazil improves its
grasslands.

1991
U.S. investment bank Goldman Sachs
creates first index fund to track basket of commodities. . . . Soviet
Union disbands on Dec. 31, 1991.

1959-61
Collective farming in China causes
deaths of 30 million Chinese due to
famine.

•

1972-74
World food prices hit record highs
after Soviet Union buys record
amounts of U.S. wheat.
1973
Arab oil embargo contributes to rising food prices as farmers’ costs of
oil-based fertilizer, fuel skyrocket.
1975-76
Brazil launches its program to make
ethanol from sugarcane, mandating
that it be blended with gasoline to
power a fuel-flexible auto fleet.
1978
U.S. Congress exempts ethanol
from gasoline taxes.
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2007-2008
World food prices hit record high
due to rising energy costs, falling
grain stocks. Food riots break out
in 60 countries.

1998
Russia becomes net exporter of
wheat for first time in quarter-century.

2000s

World food
prices spike to record highs
twice, triggering riots in 2008.
. . . Congress deregulates commodity trading. . . . Russia becomes major wheat exporter.
2000
Congress exempts most over-thecounter derivatives contracts from
government oversight; commodities
trading soars.
2006
United States passes Brazil as world’s
leading producer of ethanol.
2007
U.S. Congress mandates a tripling
in production of renewable biofuels
by 2022.

2010s

Arab Spring
revolutions follow spike in
food prices. . . . Congress imposes curbs on commodities
speculation. . . . Ethanol production absorbs 40 percent of
U.S. corn crop.
2010
After worst drought in a century,
Russia bans wheat exports. . . .
Bread prices surge in Egypt, Russia’s largest wheat customer. . . .
President Obama signs DoddFrank bill curbing speculation in
commodities market.
Jan. 4, 2011
Street vendor Mohammed Bouazizi
dies after setting himself on fire in
protest, spurring revolution in
Tunisia.
Jan. 25, 2011
Street demonstrations spread to
Egypt, partly in response to high
food prices, leading to overthrow
of President Hosni Mubarak. . . .
Protests and demonstrations break
out throughout the Middle East.
February 2011
World food prices hit all-time high
and then decline only slightly.
Nov. 3-4, 2011
G-20 nations scheduled to meet in
Cannes, France; commodityspeculation measures are on
agenda.
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Continued from p. 510

Green Revolution

I

n 1944, an American agronomist,
Norman E. Borlaug, went to Mexico to help farmers boost their wheat
crop under a partnership between the
Rockefeller Foundation and the Mexican government. The wheat varieties
introduced by Borlaug doubled yields
in Mexico, and Borlaug’s efforts soon
became a worldwide movement, later
dubbed the Green Revolution.
Borlaug, who received the Nobel Peace
Prize for his work in 1970, became known
as the father of the Green Revolution,
widely acknowledged for boosting crop

yields by bringing modern farming techniques, such as fertilizers and irrigation,
to South America and Asia.
Wheat varieties dependent on fertilizer, like those that had been successful in Mexico, were introduced in
the early 1960s in India and Pakistan,
tripling yields there. The success with
wheat was soon repeated with rice.
The semidwarf rice variety IR8, developed by the International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines, tripled
the tons per acre harvested in India
between 1961 and 1970 and turned
India into one of the world’s leading
rice producers. The high-yielding “miracle rice” was credited with saving millions from famine. 46

Luckily, the Green Revolution
emerged in Asia just before the 197274 world food crisis. The continent —
by then enjoying bigger local harvests
— was protected from the worst impacts of the price hikes. 47
By the 1990s, nearly 75 percent of
the rice grown in Asia came from Green
Revolution seeds, along with about half
the wheat planted in Africa, Latin America and Asia and about 70 percent of
the world’s corn. 48
Meanwhile in China, agricultural productivity began to improve in the
1970s after the government made major
policy changes and adopted technological innovations. Between 1978 and
1984, the Chinese Communist Party

Can Ecological Farming Feed the World?
Ancient techniques are replacing conventional methods.

T

hirty women gathered under a shade tree in the Malawi
village of Koboko to answer questions from an American visitor about the biggest problem they face in producing enough food to feed their children.
The answer was surprising to consultant Roland Bunch, a
prominent advocate of ecological farming practices. He was expecting to hear about the devastating droughts that had reduced people in Malawi to eating tree bark.
“Our soil is tired out. And it’s getting worse every year,”
said one of the women. Soon others chimed in. “Our soil has
become so hard that even when it rains, the water just runs
off.” Despite enough rain, one woman said she harvested only
27 bags of corn, compared to 35 the previous year. 1
Over the following year, Bunch heard the same story in five
other African countries — Zambia, Kenya, Uganda, Mali and
Niger: Harvests were crashing, dropping 15 to 25 percent a
year. Whole villages had been compelled to move in search
of more fertile land; some were turned back by force at the
borders by police.
Droughts and depleted soil are affecting much of eastern
Africa, producing famine in Somalia and near-famine in Ethiopia.
Some international organizations recommend providing either
free or subsidized chemical fertilizers, since a bag of fertilizer
is unaffordable for most small farmers. But as a leading proponent of agroecology — a farming philosophy that focuses
on protecting the environment — Bunch says chemical fertilizers won’t solve the underlying problem: the loss of organic
matter that makes soils fertile.
Loss of soil nutrients, he warns, threatens to cause wide-
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spread famine — a result of climate change-induced droughts,
a dearth of animal manure and farmers’ inability to allow some
fields to lie fallow and replenish themselves. The farmers say
they must farm all their land every year just to survive.
Instead of chemical fertilizers, agroecologists use cultivation
methods dating back to the Roman Empire, such as “green manuring” — planting a variety of crops together and leaving
some to rot on the soil’s surface after harvest — and planting
trees on cropland to provide cooling shade and fallen leaves
that rot into organic matter.
In West Africa’s arid Mali, for example, the cliff-dwelling
Dogon ethnic group have tripled their millet output per acre
by interspersing cowpea legume plants, which add to soil fertility, with their millet and having herders bring their cattle in
to stay overnight in the fields, leaving behind their manure.
Green manure cover crops are being used by more than a
million farmers worldwide, mostly in Central and South America.
Brazil is integrating trees, crops and livestock in the same fields
as part of its strategy to boost its already impressive agricultural
yields on once infertile grasslands. 2
However, some critics say, despite reports of improvements
for small-scale farmers like the Dogon, organic farming methods produce less food per acre than the Midwest’s large-scale
conventional farms, with their heavy dependence on artificial
fertilizer. Adherents of organic farming answer that no largescale comparative studies have been done to answer the question scientifically. Yet even those sympathetic to organic farming say it can’t meet the planet’s need to double food production
in the next 40 years.

“You can’t feed the world on organic broccoli,” says
Jonathan A. Foley, a climate scientist and director of the University of Minnesota’s Institute on the Environment, noting that
organic farming contributes less than 1 percent of today’s agricultural production.
However, advocates of ecological agriculture point out, most
of the world’s farmland is cultivated by small farmers — not
the agribusiness companies that account for most international trade. In addition, only 10 percent of the world’s food is
traded internationally, so low-cost ecological methods hold the
most promise for improving small farms and local sustenance,
they contend.
In a study of 286 projects in 57 developing countries that
practiced some form of agroecology, Jules Pretty, an environment professor at England’s University of Essex, found crop
yields improved 79 percent, on average, over previous farming
practices. 3
Increasingly, as fertilizer gets more expensive, even largescale Midwestern farms are practicing “no-tillage” methods —
leaving crop waste behind to rot in the fields and replenish
organic matter — and using satellite navigation to help spread
fertilizer more efficiently and avoid wasteful double-dumping.
But acroecologists say even more radical change is required.
“What we need now is more locally specific systems, unique to
each place and environment — not the quick-fix menu offered
by agribusiness out to sell products and not to feed the world,”
says Charles A. Francis, a visiting professor of agroecology at the
Norwegian University of Life Sciences outside Oslo.
Many conventional farming techniques — such as those introduced during the Green Revolution in the 1960s and ’70s

adopted economic reforms and reintroduced family farming. After more
than 30 years of collective agriculture,
small farmers were allowed to grow
their own food and market their surplus. (This was an ideological reversal from Mao Zedong’s disastrous
Great Leap Forward, which aimed to
increase industrial production by diverting thousands of peasants from
private farms to factory work and converting their farmland to collective farming operations. Harvests plummeted,
leading eventually to the great famine
of 1959-61, which left an estimated
30 million dead.) 49
The reforms returned more than
95 percent of China’s farmland to ap-
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— are becoming unsustainable in major food-producing areas
like India’s northwestern Punjab region, northern Mexico and
Vietnam’s Mekong Delta, where they are depleting and polluting groundwater, and pests and diseases are becoming resistant to chemical controls. 4
“We don’t want to drink all that stuff in the water and eat
all that pesticide residue on food,” Francis says.
But an international team headed by Foley proposes that
in order to double global food production by 2050, when the
world population is expected to reach 9 billion, both approaches
will be necessary. Ecological practices will have to be incorporated into large-scale farming in order to boost yields while
still protecting the environment. 5
“Organic” is a feel-good label, but it doesn’t necessarily tell
you whether the farmer used water wisely or fostered biodiversity, Foley observes. The warring schools of organic and
conventional farming, “need to put down our guns,” he says. 6
“We don’t have time for that anymore.”
— Sarah Glazer
1

Roland Bunch, “Africa’s Soil Fertility Crisis and the Coming Famine,” in
“State of the World 2011,” Worldwatch Institute, 2011, p. 59.
2 Ibid., p. 68. For Brazil, see “The Miracle of the Cerrado,” The Economist,
Aug. 26, 2010, www.economist.com/node/16886442.
3 Worldwatch Institute, op. cit., p. 20.
4 Ibid., p. 23.
5 Jonathan A. Foley, et al., “Solutions for a Cultivated Planet,” Nature, Oct. 12,
2011, www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature10452.html.
6 For background, see Kathy Koch, “Food Safety Battle: Organic Vs. Biotech,”
CQ Researcher, Sept. 4, 1998, pp. 761-784.

proximately 160 million households,
increasing rural incomes by 137 percent, reducing rural poverty by 22 percent and increasing grain production
by 34 percent. 50
Russia’s shift from wheat importer
to leading wheat exporter also was
shaped by its transition from a communist regime to a market economy,
beginning in the early 1990s.
In the 19th century, the Russian Empire was the world’s major wheat exporter thanks to a rich vein of black
earth stretching through the Ukraine,
Russia and southwest Siberia. Communism radically undermined that, however. Josef Stalin’s forced collectivization of
farms in the Ukraine destroyed the

landowner farming class and together
with mass shipment of foodstuffs out of
Ukraine to the Soviet Union resulted in
the starvation deaths of 7 to 11 million
Ukrainians in the 1930s. 51
In the 1960s and ’70s, Soviet leaders Nikita Khruschev and Leonid Brezhnev decided to improve the Soviet standard of living by increasing the
population’s consumption of meat and
dairy products. To achieve this, the
Brezhnev regime invested in large-scale
livestock production and kept Soviet
retail prices for meat virtually constant
from the mid-1960s to 1990.
But, initially, the Soviet Union could
not produce enough grain to support
its growing livestock herds. In 1972-73,
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Governments Set Biofuels Targets
Officials around the world are setting targets — some of them mandatory —
for the use of renewable biofuels in transportation fuels. Some have specified
a percentage of transportation fuels that should come from renewable fuels,
while others established the number of gallons or tons to be produced. India
wants 20 percent of transport fuels to come from biofuels by 2017, for
instance, while the United States wants 36 billion gallons of biofuels produced
by 2022 — the highest amount by far of any country. Diverting cropland to
grow biofuels plants boosts food prices, critics say, but proponents say biofuels
use only 5 percent of the world’s food crops so they have only a “modest”
effect on prices.
Biofuels Targets in Selected Countries
(as % of transport fuels or total volume to be produced)
Country

Biofuel target

European Union
10% by 2020
South Africa
4.5% by 2013
India
20% by 2017
Brazil
25% (of gasoline) and 5% (of diesel) by 2010
Canada
5% (of gasoline) by 2010; 2% (of diesel) by 2012
China 9.8 million tons (of ethanol) and 2 million tons (of biodiesel) by 2020
Japan
132 million gallons by 2010
United States
36 billion gallons by 2022
Source: “Meals Per Gallon: The Impact of Industrial Biofuels on People and Global Hunger,”
ActionAid, January 2010, www.actionaid.org.uk/doc_lib/meals_per_gallon_final.pdf

to make up for its own poor grain crop,
the Soviet Union secretly bought up
most U.S. wheat exports at bargain prices
— and even got American taxpayers to
foot part of the bill through a farm subsidy. The so-called Great Grain Robbery
sent world grain prices skyrocketing, and
U.S. food prices jumped 18 percent. 52
By the 1980s, the Soviets were the
world’s largest grain importers, much
of it feed grain and soybeans from the
United States.
The Soviet Union collapsed in 1991,
and after the Russian Federation adopted market-oriented reforms in 1992 real
wages fell and meat demand plummeted.
Subsidies to livestock farmers were
abruptly halted, contributing to the falling
demand for feed grain. 53
By 1998, however, Russia had become a net exporter of wheat for the
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first time in a quarter-century and remained a leading exporter through the
2000s. 54 By 2008-09, Russia was exporting all grains and was a major player in agricultural markets. 55
Meanwhile, over the past 30 years
Brazil has transformed itself from a
net food importer to one of the world’s
great breadbaskets. Since 1996, it has
increased its agricultural output tenfold and now accounts for one-third
of the world’s soybean exports, second only to the United States. Its agricultural trade surplus has increased
tenfold over the past decade, to more
than $50 billion. 56
Brazil used huge amounts of lime
to reduce the acidity of the soil in its
vast savannah grasslands, known as
the cerrado, and brought in highyielding grasses to make it good for

pasturing livestock. The area now accounts for 70 percent of Brazil’s agricultural production. Brazil also crossbred soybeans, turning the traditionally
temperate climate plant into a tropical crop. Recently, Brazilians have introduced some of the methods pushed
by ecologists, such as growing trees
between crop fields and “no-tillage
farming,” which leaves the husks of
harvested crops to rot in the field to
create fertile organic matter. 57

From Surplus to Shortage

I

n recent history in the United States,
overproduction was the perennial
“farm problem.” From the days of the
Great Depression until the 1980s, American farmers experienced chronic surpluses and depressed prices, especially
in wheat. To prop up prices, the federal government bought surplus crops
and stored them or exported them as
food aid to famine-stricken countries.
But by the 1970s, the government
had found storing large stocks of surplus grain too expensive and took steps
to reduce the surpluses. Grain reserves
plummeted. As a result, even minor
shocks to supply and demand could
lead to dramatic price hikes.
Then harsh weather in 1972 and
1974, together with the massive grain
purchases by the Soviet Union, created record spikes in world food prices.
Two other events helped contribute
to a perfect storm for world food
prices in the early 1970s. In 1971 President Richard M. Nixon devalued the
dollar by taking it off the gold standard, making U.S. grain exports relatively cheap. World demand for American grain skyrocketed, and its price
rose in response. 58 Then, in 1973 the
Arab oil embargo caused world oil
prices to skyrocket, causing general
price inflation and increasing farmers’
costs for petroleum-based fertilizer and
transportation.

Surpluses and Low Prices

A

s more and more countries adopted high-yield Green Revolution seeds
and farming techniques in the 1980s,
food became plentiful and production
grew faster than population growth. World
food prices declined steadily in real terms.
Most people assumed food would always be cheap, and many countries
were lulled into depending on imports
because they were a low-cost way of
satisfying domestic food needs. By the
end of the 1990s, the share of the world’s
population that was hungry would fall
from a third to 20 percent. 59
But cheap food was not good for
American farmers. By the 1980s, corn
prices were at record lows; a bushel
of corn lost about one-fifth of its value
over that decade. 60 Farm foreclosures
proliferated throughout the Midwest
as farmers found it hard to break even
— despite the helping hand of government subsidies.
“Sometimes that was all your profit,” says Boyd Smith, a farmer and farm
manager in Lincoln, Neb. “A lot of
times if your government payment was
$20,000, that was your profit for the
year. It was hard to make any money.
. . . We were lucky to sell corn for
$2 per bushel,” he recalls, compared to
the $7 price reached earlier this year. 61
The strategy in the United States
was to make “more production not
higher prices the key to farmer income,” writes Bjerga in his new book
Endless Appetites. 62
With each year, farmers like Smith
were able to increase the number of
bushels per acre through Green Revolution techniques. Lulled by these
trends, governments began to cut back
on agricultural research and development (R&D). Growth in U.S. agricultural R&D slowed from almost 4 percent per year in the 1960s and ’70s
to less than 1 percent today, according to the University of Minnesota’s
Pardey. Western aid for agricultural de-
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velopment to developing nations fell
by almost half. 63
Although yields per acre continued
to grow, advances came at a much
slower rate. The slowdown in spending occurred just as affluence in Asia
began to rise, which would lead to
more consumption of meat and grains.
“Our mindset was surpluses,” explained Dan Glickman, former U.S. secretary of agriculture. “That just changed
overnight.” 64

Prices Spike

W

ith grain stockpiles low, prices
doubled and in some cases tripled
in 2007 and 2008. Once again (as in
the 1970s) rising oil prices raised farmers’ production costs, and a growing
source of demand — biofuels — both
reduced supplies and helped link the
price of food even closer to rising fuel
prices. Export restrictions and bad
weather also contributed. 65
Entire countries began hoarding
food, and panic buying ensued, notably for rice. Food riots broke out in
more than 60 countries, including Egypt,
Haiti and Cameroon. 66
In 2009, following the price spikes that
began in 2007, an estimated 1 billion people went hungry for the first time.
Farmers responded to the higher
prices by planting as much as they
could, and healthy harvests in 2008
and 2009 helped to rebuild stocks.
World prices declined in 2009, partly
in response to the recession.
Last year, the U.S. Department of Agriculture predicted Russia would soon overtake the United States as the world’s top
wheat exporter by the 2010s because
American farmers were shifting out of
wheat to more profitable corn and soybeans. 67 But the department didn’t count
on the disastrous drought that hit Russia
in mid-June 2010 and reduced its wheat
crop by one-third. By Aug. 5, Russia had
banned exports of wheat, barley, rye, corn
and flour and then extended the ban into

2011. Wheat reached more than $8 a
bushel — its highest price since 2008 —
on the Chicago exchange.
The following month in Mozambique,
where domestic wheat production covers only 5 percent of the country’s needs,
the cost for a sack of flour jumped 30
percent in one month. Protests erupted into riots, injuring 443 and killing
13, and forcing the government to reverse a hike in bread prices. 68
By December 2010, the FAO announced, food prices had surpassed
their 2008 peak.
That same month, vegetable seller
Bouazizi set himself on fire in Tunisia,
a country that imports twice as much
food as it produces. Food prices were
rising, and one-third of the work force
was unemployed. Although Bouazizi’s
act of self-immolation was to protest
police harassment, his burning in midDecember and his death on Jan. 4 triggered massive street protests that grew
out of frustration over rising food prices,
the lack of jobs and dissatisfaction with
the government of President Zine El
Abidine Ben Ali. Barely 10 days after
the vegetable seller’s death, Ben Ali fled
on Jan. 15, and the government fell.
Meanwhile, Egypt, Russia’s largest
customer, was forced to buy more expensive American wheat after Russia
banned wheat exports. The resulting
spike in Egyptian food prices helped
to spur the Jan. 25, 2011, uprising that
would overthrow the regime in Egypt
and trigger similar demonstrations and
protests across the Arab World.

CURRENT
SITUATION
Crisis Averted?

A

lthough world food prices have
dropped slightly since their all-
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High Food Prices Partly to Blame for African Hunger
It’s not the “absence of food” but the price of it.

time high in February, they remain above
the record prices reached during the
2008 crisis, according to the FAO. 69
In the wake of export bans and
disturbingly low global grain stocks,
some experts — including FAO grain
expert Abbassian — were warning at
the beginning of the summer growing season that the 2008 disaster could
be repeated.
“We have relatively good production, globally speaking, but not good
enough to build inventories,” Abbassian says. “As a result, we expect the
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parse rains in East Africa have caused disastrous harvests
and massive loss of livestock. The devastating drought has
combined with skyrocketing food prices to create one of
the world’s worst hunger crises in decades, according to Save
the Children, an independent global charity.
In Somalia, famine and ongoing civil conflict this year have
forced tens of thousands of people to cross into neighboring
Ethiopia and Kenya, further swelling already crowded refugee
camps. 1 More than 12 million people are estimated to need
humanitarian assistance in Somalia, Ethiopia, Kenya and Djibouti, according to the U.N.
By June prices for staples like corn had risen by as much
as 107 percent over a year ago, according to the World Bank,
due largely to low grain stocks, coupled with export restrictions imposed by Ethiopia and Tanzania. 2
When staple prices jumped in May and June, it wasn’t
because a “complete absence of food” was causing widespread hunger but the high cost of food in the markets, says
Michael Klosson, Save the Children’s vice president for policy and humanitarian response, who recently returned from
Ethiopia. “When you’ve got to feed your family, what do you
do? You often substitute less nutritious food,” he says, leading to malnutrition for the next generation. It also hurts children in other ways.
“Families have to spend so much on food, they forego health
care,” he continues. “Kids are pulled out of schools because
families can’t afford the fees and uniforms. Frequently kids have
to go to work in situations that put them at risk.”
Higher prices may be good for U.S. farmers, Klosson says,
but in East Africa, “typically small shareholder families are not
self-sufficient. They still have to buy food. It’s not a win for
them if food prices are going up.”
— Sarah Glazer

A severely malnourished child from southern Somalia is one of an
estimated 12 million people in the Horn of Africa who need
humanitarian assistance, according to the U.N.
Skyrocketing food prices have contributed to one of the
worst hunger crises in decades in the region.
1 For background, see Jason McLure, “The Troubled Horn of Africa,” CQ
Global Researcher, June 1, 2009, pp. 149-176.
2 World Bank, “Food Price Watch,” August 2011, http://siteresources.world
bank.org/INTPOVERTY/News%20and%20Events/22982477/Food-Price-WatchAugust-2011.htm#note5.

2011-12 season to be again one of quite
strong price instability.” The organization had hoped for a 4 percent rise in
global production to rebuild stocks but
is now projecting only 3 percent growth,
Abbassian says.
Whether a crisis develops, Abbassian says, depends partly on how much
corn is produced in the United States,
and the Agriculture Department recently revised estimates downward because of severe droughts in Texas and
parts of the Midwest. Rice production
in three big rice-producing countries

— Cambodia, Egypt and China — is
looking better than expected, he says.
“And that gives me a certain degree
of confidence in saying the likelihood
of a crisis in 2011-12 is probably less
than we had in 2010-11,” Abbassian says.
Although the Dodd-Frank legislation enacted last year was designed
to curb commodities speculation, attention now is focused on how aggressive the Commodity Futures Trading Commission will be when it writes
the regulations to enforce the law.
Continued on p. 518
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iots erupted and 100 million people fell into extreme
poverty during the 2008 food crisis; last year another
44 million people joined them. The World Bank says
biofuels account for 30 percent of the spikes in food prices,
and new research blames government biofuel incentives as a
contributing factor.
Global biofuels production has been driven largely by U.S.
and European Union (EU) government incentives. EU blending
mandates and financial incentives mean that about 9 percent of
transport fuel will come from biofuels such as ethanol, biodiesel
and biomass by 2020 — more than triple current levels.
Unable to meet this higher demand from domestic production, the EU imports biofuels, primarily from Brazil, but increasingly from Africa and Asia, where biofuel production often competes with food production. That generates food insecurity and
helps reduce the global supply of arable land available for
growing food. European biofuel production also risks diverting
to developing countries the production of food for European
consumers, putting further pressure on land and food supply.
Corn ethanol consumes 75 percent of U.S. federal renewable fuel dollars, benefiting from mandates, subsidies and a
tariff on imports of foreign biofuel ingredients. This “incentive
cocktail” inspired farmers to increase corn planting for ethanol.
Today the United States burns 40 percent of its corn for fuel,
more than is used for animal feed or human consumption.
American farmers are planting more corn, but weather shocks
have depressed yields while growing demand for corn as food,
feed and fuel have depleted stocks. Thus, corn prices are up.
The United States controls more than 50 percent of the corn export market, tying U.S. corn prices to global prices. Global and
local prices in developing countries are operating increasingly in
tandem. In countries where food is heavily processed and transported, rising prices are broadly absorbed, mitigating the impact
on consumers. Americans spend roughly 10 percent of their income on food, and 2011 prices will be up by only 4 percent.
In import-dependent Uganda, however, the average consumer
spends 63 percent of his income on whole foods, such as unprocessed grains, and the price of corn alone is 122 percent
higher than last year. Such price increases devastate poor families.
Biofuels are not the only factor at play in rising food
prices, but they’re a key driver. Dropping artificial incentives
can help relieve pressure on global food prices.

i
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n 2008 record high food prices triggered riots in some
parts of the world. At the same time, biofuels production
increased, a sector that depends on policy supports to level
the playing field with fossil fuels.
Certain groups were quick to blame the biofuels industry
for condemning millions of people around the globe to starvation. Do away with biofuels incentives, and nobody has to go
hungry, was the tune of the day.
But such thinking overlooks the fact that hunger is, unfortunately, not a recent phenomenon. We have seen famine in
years where not a single drop of biofuel was produced.
In 2009 commodity prices fell back to almost pre-peak
(2008) levels. But biofuels production continued to increase,
demonstrating clearly that biofuels did not have a hand in
the recent commodity price increases, or at least not the
strong one that some interest groups wanted to make us
believe.
While increased biofuel production induces an additional
demand for the raw materials used to make biofuels, this
link is generally both oversimplified and overestimated. It’s
oversimplified, because the industry is wrongly portrayed as
producing only fuel, when in reality biofuel refineries yield
many different high-value products that benefit the food
chain. Co-products include, among others, protein-rich animal
feed, food ingredients and carbon dioxide to carbonate
drinks and improve horticultural practices.
The link is overestimated because demand from biofuel
production is not the only thing causing prices for soft commodities, such as wheat, to go up. Speculation, bad weather
and export restrictions also have an impact on food prices.
A myth is being created that biofuel production requires huge
volumes of crops. But on a global scale, only a net 3 percent of
all cereals are used for biofuels — too marginal to be the sole
cause of fluctuation in commodity prices.
But, let’s imagine that there was a price-effect induced by
increased demand. This would provide an incentive for farmers in poorer regions to grow more crops. That seems a more
sustainable way forward than exporting (dumping) the oversupply of commodities on African markets.
Higher yields and improved farming methods will ensure
that supply can match demand, the very basis of price stability.

no
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In an effort to curb commodities
speculation by investors with no connection to the farming or food sectors, the law requires the agency to
establish monthly limits on the amount
of trading by speculators, both individually and as a group. 70
After being deluged by at least 110
lobbying firms in the first quarter of
this year (compared with 46 in the
same period in 2010) the agency has
delayed issuing regulations until the
end of the year. 71
Large banks are “spending a huge
amount of money trying to undo [the
proposals], shift the burden and delay
the reforms that are targeted at them,”
Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner
recently told the House Small Business Committee. 72
The U.S. rules-writing exercise is
being closely followed in Europe, where
similar curbs are under consideration.
Recently though, according to several
observers, enthusiasm has waned
among European leaders who came
out strongly for such limits last year.
Michel Barnier, the EU commissioner
for internal market and services, proposed a regulation in September 2010
that borrows from Dodd-Frank, both
in limiting the concentration of speculators and requiring mandatory reporting from those trading in over-thecounter derivatives.
Heidi Chow, an anti-hunger campaigner for the World Development
Movement, calls these proposals “the
key policy” for tackling speculation in
the European Union.
However, Marc-Olivier Herman,
Oxfam International’s lead person on
EU economic-justice policy, says Barnier
already has “watered down” the proposal. Rather than setting out strict numerical limits on the positions speculators can hold, the proposal would
give big market investors like pension
funds a say in managing their positions, along the lines favored by Britain,
according to Herman.
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Another proposal pending before the
European Commission would move unregulated trading of certain derivatives
onto public exchanges, requiring reporting on their trading activity. It “will
go a long way in achieving transparency of the huge over-the-counter
market that caused the financial crisis,”
Herman says. But the proposal doesn’t
use that information to regulate the
biggest traders, he says. “For Oxfam,
the important issue is the relation between excessive speculation and food
prices for poor countries. We believe
[the EU] should be bolder because the
potential harm is so great.”
Similarly, G-20 members appear to be
pulling back despite strong earlier statements by Sarkozy as France took over
the G-20 presidency. “France [had] made
strong comments about ways to curb
speculation but came to the conclusion
by the summer that the issue was market information,” according to Abbassian.
When it comes to putting position
limits on traders, says Chow, the British
“are really resistant, and there’s no real
consensus among the G-20 countries
about tackling it.”
Action by the G-20 could come
when finance ministers gather in Paris
in mid-October or Nov. 3-4 at the G-20
summit in Cannes, France.

OUTLOOK
Climate Change

A

s food demand, energy prices and
climate temperatures continue to
rise over the long term, many experts
say high food prices are here to stay.
Some are particularly worried by the
impact of an increasingly affluent Chinese population, which already consumes
about half the world’s pork and whose
per capita meat consumption grew 15fold between 1960 and 2002. 73

“That’s going to have a huge impact on food prices,” says Columbia
University economist Schlenker. “That’s
part of why they’ve started buying
land in Africa and other places; they
want to secure their food supply.” 74
A recent report from the Worldwatch
Institute, which found that global meat
production tripled since the 1970s and
is continuing to rise at a faster pace in
2010 than 2009, predicted that reduced
pork supplies in Asia as a result of disease and expiring subsidies would translate into record pork exports from the
United States to satisfy rising demand in
South Korea, China and Japan. 75
But other experts say China will
satisfy most of its own demand within its borders, helped by some modest imports. Compared to Japan, which
imports half its food, China only imports 1 percent, and isn’t even among
the world’s top 10 food importers. 76
Until 2005, China was a net exporter of food, according to the Parisbased Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development. But in
recent years, it has begun importing
agricultural products, especially soybeans, on a large scale. 77
“China will become a bigger net
importer over the next 10 years, but
it’s a huge country and very worried
about food security,” says Scott Rozelle,
an agricultural economist specializing
in China at Stanford University’s Freeman Spogli Institute for International
Studies. “They don’t want to become
another Japan that imports half of its
food. And they have relatively more
agricultural resources to make sure
that happens, so they’re investing billions of dollars in research to increase
productivity.”
Some say cracks in China’s selfsufficiency are just starting to show
up. This year, one of every four soybean rows planted in the United States
was being grown for Chinese export,
and China’s surprisingly large purchase of U.S. corn this summer
prompted speculation that the Asian

giant could become the biggest foreign buyer of American corn within the next 5-10 years. 78
But FAO grain expert Abbassian
is not worried about China’s future
demand. “China will eventually become an even bigger player in the
world market in purchasing food,” he
says, but countries like Brazil, the
United States and Argentina will be
able to satisfy China’s needs. “In
2020, we see China as a very modest importer of 5-6 million tons of
grain, which is nothing for a country of over a billion people. Five to
six million tons won’t have any big
impact on world markets.”
If global temperatures rise and rainfall becomes less frequent, especially
in already-arid regions, it will strain
farmers’ ability to continue producing
increased yields, let alone meet current demand.
A recent widely discussed paper by
Schlenker and Stanford University environmental scientist David B. Lobell
finds that climate change has already
knocked 3.8 percentage points off world
corn yields and 5.5 percent off global wheat yields. 79
Compounding these environmental
problems, growing more crops for biofuels may worsen greenhouse gas emissions, rather than ameliorating them,
according to two highly respected scientific groups on both sides of the Atlantic. In a report released in October, the National Academy of Science’s
National Research Council noted that
clearing land to grow biofuel crops
may “disrupt any future potential” for
storing carbon in the soil. 80 In September, a scientific advisory committee to the EU also warned that clearing forests for biofuel crops releases
“large stores of carbon into the atmosphere” and said EU governments
had failed to take this into account
when they began encouraging the
production of biofuels. 81
Farming already emits more greenhouse gases than all transportation
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combined. If agriculture continues on
its conventional course, farmers will
have to chop down more rain forests,
destroy savannahs and pollute more
waterways to grow enough food. But
new interest in native crops, wild relatives of conventional crops, traditional
sustainable cultivation and biotechnology discoveries may uncover
plants that can survive amidst a warming climate and other challenges like
the evolving resistance of pests and
diseases to chemical controls. Increasingly, environmentalists and agricultural experts say it will be necessary to draw on both the wisdom of
traditional farmers and the advances
of modern agriculture to feed the world
without destroying the planet.
“We’re talking about the foundation
of civilization,” says Foley. “We can’t afford to let anyone in the world go hungry. Hungry countries are unstable countries — places that could be very
dangerous to the whole world.”
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